L’été venu, Burlat s’occupait encore de l’œuf. Quand il voulait piquer une tête dans la piscine, les autres couvaient à sa place. Tout le monde avait hâte de voir éclore cet œuf mystérieux. Avec tout ça, on ne pensait plus trop aux crocodiles. Mis à part Kriek, qui avait accroché une banderole « Bienvenue chez nous ! » en espérant que ça les ferait arriver. Mais rien ne s’était passé. Un jour, le facteur a débarqué tout guilleret :
– J’ai une lettre pour vous ! s’est-il écrié.
– C’est le bonhomme de neige, a annoncé Griotte, il est bien arrivé. Et pour nous remercier, il nous envoie la recette d’une spécialité de chez lui. Ça s’appelle des… glaces. Il dit que c’est rafraîchissant.

Voilà comment, par une chaude après-midi d’été, le petit peuple du grand cerisier a découvert le goût délicieux de la crème glacée.
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New & Picture Books
Welcome to Our House! An adventure across four seasons.

Gwendoline Raisson & Noémie Malbecq
This autumn morning, the Old Cherry Tree is shivering with all its leaves: the crocodiles are coming! But who they are? A mystery! Never mind, but we must be ready to welcome these guests! Soon the autumn gives way to winter but still no crocodiles on the horizon. So the normal life takes up its course...

GWENDOLINE RAISSON is a writer, a journalist and a book reviewer. She has written over 40 stories for little readers, including Qui sera le chef? (Bayard), Cache-cache loup (Loulou et compagnie) and many more.

NOÉMIE MALBECQ is from Belgium and used to work as a 2D animator and a free-lance graphic designer before devoting herself to the illustration. Welcome to Our House is the Noémie’s first picture book for children.
Emma in Rome

Claire Frossard, Christophe Urbain

After Emma in New York (11,000 copies sold / Incorruptibles’ prize 2015) and Emma in Paris (8,000 copies sold), follow our globetrotter sparrow to a happy holiday in Rome! Colosseum, Villa Borghese, Trevi Fountain, the Roman Forum ... Explore all the emblematic places of Rome in an adventure full of surprises. Charming characters of Claire Frossard on the background of beautiful photos by Christophe Urbain unlock the secret places of Rome, reveal the great gourmet breaks and tell amusing anecdotes.

21.6 x 30.5 cm - 56 pages - 14.9 €
travel ● friendship ● Rome

CLAIRE FROSSARD (author and illustrator) graduated from the Decorative Arts University of Strasbourg. She has illustrated several children’s picture books such as Mon âne (Casterman), La Petite Pousse qui pousse (Nathan) etc.

CHRISTOPHE URBAIN (photographer) travels all over the globe. He has photographed New Orleans, Andalusia and Serbia for the press (Télérama, Le Monde etc.). He also works with famous brands such as Air France, Hermès etc. Christophe lives in Strasbourg.
Breath-taking Landscapes for Little Explorers

Elisabeth Dumont-Le Corne, Agathe Demois

Off we go on 20 thrilling adventures! Are you ready to fly over the Grand Canyon, sail on Titicaca Lake, meet the Aboriginal people who live next to Ayers Rock, walk on the Giant’s Causeway or gallop along the Mongolian steppes? For each of these incredible locations, this book provides a map, a panoramic view of the landscape, a search-and-find game for learning about the native animals, interesting facts, quizzes, games and so much more!

28 x 35 cm – 96 pages – 21.90€

Journalist and historian, ELISABETH DUMONT-LE CORNEC is the author of numerous non-fiction titles, among which Paris for children (La Martinère), Let’s Have a Walk in the Countryside (Deux coqs d’or), and many more.

AGATHE DEMOIS graduated from the Decorative Arts School of Strasbourg. Her charming universe attracts attention of the press, the advertising and the publishers.
The Bird Book

Nathalie Tordjman, Judith Gueyfier, Julien Norwood
A mix of a picture book and non-fiction, The Bird Book reveals the secrets of these little feathered creatures. Richly illustrated with naturalistic drawings of the ornithologist Julien Norwood and magnificent illustrations of Judith Gueyfier. Precise and comprehensive information is completed by games, activities and QR-codes to listen to the birds’ singing.

23.5 x 25 cm - 80 pages - 16,90 €
birds • nature

NATHALIE TORDJMAN is a journalist specialized on nature and environment. She has collaborated with the Images Doc Magazine (published by Bayard) and has written numerous non-fiction titles, including The Secret Work of Nature (won “La science se livre” prize), Kangourous and Co and Life in the Savannah published by Belin Jeunesse.

Educated at the Museum of Natural History in Paris, JULIEN NORWOOD is author, illustrator and ornithologist. He wrote the introduction of the Birds Guide of France also published by Belin.
PICTURE BOOKS

The Rabbit Gobbler
Rémi Courgeon
Who is the mysterious Rabbit Gobbler who has been terrorising baby rabbits for generations?
20,5 x 24 cm – 40 pages – 11,90 €
humor ● monster ● rabbit

Gilbert, the Fearless Sea Cloud
Gwendoline Raisson, Amélie Jackowski
Gilbert is a happy cloud. Surrounded by friends and seagulls. A picture book full of poetry.
18,5 x 30,5cm – 40 pages – 12,90€
friendship ● environment ● travel

A Day in the Life of Wolf
Philippe Jalbert
Wolf is a real gourmet. This book, written in rhyme, aims to make small children aware of how a day passes.
20,5 x 24cm – 40 pages – 11,70€
animals ● nature ● wolf

Wolf’s Four Seasons
Philippe Jalbert
Wolf knows how to make the most out of every season...
20,5 x 24 cm – 40 pages – 11,70 €
sensations ● time ● wolf
15 Stories to Day-Dream

Various authors & illustrators

Discover 15 wonderful stories that will make you dream, laugh, be scared, travel and make your heart beat faster. Through the pages, you will meet Tom Thumb, a majestic dragon, a funny pirate, two sweethearts in love. A great collection of stories to share with family or to enjoy alone.

25 x 27 cm – 120 pages – 13,90 €

dream ● laugh ● travel ● scare

A Thousand Billion Things To Do

Loïc Clément, Anne Montel

Twelve colour plates show the “thousand billion things” to do and are the springboard for a fascinating game “search and find” No need to be bored any more!

24,5 x 34,2 cm – 32 pages – 13,90 €
everyday life ● humor
My Secrets

Didier Lévy, Amélie Graux

“I have never told anyone that I was in love with Antoine Bost...”.
“I have never told anyone where my first treasure is hidden...”.
Sometimes ashamed, sometimes jeaulous, always endearing, a little girl reveals us her secrets and emotions. This picture book is full of grace that will charm both big and small.

24 x 28 cm – 32 pages – 12,90 €

secret ● emotions

Didier LÉVY began his career as a journalist before devoting himself entirely to the writing of children’s books. He has published more than 100 titles, including the series “Jim Boussole” at Belin Jeunesse, also illustrated by Amélie Graux.

AMÉLIE GRAUX is passionate about drawing since she was little. Graduate of the Arts Décoratifs de Paris, she has already illustrated more than twenty titles with her wonderful colored pencils.
Stop Reading!
Claire Gratias, Sylvie Serprix
Horatio is a most unusual little rat. He just loves books. Then, suddenly, something terrible happens, Horatio’s father confiscates all his son’s books! This picture book, full of humour and poetry, will give children a real taste for reading!
24 x 28cm – 40 pages – 12,70€

reading ● dreaming ● family

Don’t You Love Me Any More?
Claire Gratias, Sylvie Serprix
Until a short while ago, Horatio had a simple life, ruled by just one passion: books. But ever since the lovely Cassandra tugged at his heart-strings, things have become complicated...
24 x 28 cm – 40 pages – 12,90 €

love ● reading ● family

Why not me?
Claire Gratias, Sylvie Serprix
Mr and Mrs Sparrow’s family is growing and, one by one, the edglings spread their wings and take to the sky, all except Pierrot whose wings show no sign of movement.
28 x 24cm – 40 pages – 12,90€

growing up ● self-knowledge ● differences
PICTURE BOOKS

Ogre, Cockatoo and Chocolate
Cécile Roumiguère, Barroux
Manon is a collector of words. The day she meets the ogre of the forest, she releases that she has a fatal weapon: a word!
24 x 28cm – 40 pages – 12,70€
words ● ogre ● solidarity

The Flower of the Waves
Yves Pinguilly, Olivier Desvaux
This beautifully illustrated little book is full of poetry, sensitivity and imagination: a book about an exceptional little girl and her world of dreams.
24 x 28cm – 32 pages – 13,70€
sea ● childhood ● freedom

Horses
Caroline Laffon, Catherine-Jeanne Mercier
This beautiful “horse” alphabet book is inspired by different aspects of the equestrian world.
28 x 35 cm – 64 pages – 19,90 €
horses ● words ● History

Pablo - The Most Unusual Pirate
Alain Chiche, Sylvain Diez
20,5 x 24 cm – 40 pages – 11,70€
pirate ● animals ● identity

Pablo - The Most Unusual Knight
Alain Chiche & Sylvain Diez
20,5 x 24 cm – 40 pages – 11,70€
knight ● cooking ● obedience
Jojo Parasol
Didier Lévy, Nathalie Dieterlé
War seems to have broken out in the savannah! Fighting, insults, rotten fruit flying in all directions... But suddenly, Jojo arrives.
24 x 28 cm – 32 pages – 12,90 €
friendship • animals • savannah

I’m the Boss!
Luan Alban, Anne Montel
Mathilda, expert in disobedience, has a great project: to fight against the horrific rules!
24 x 28 cm – 32 pages – 12,90 €
childhood • growing up • civism

The Three Brothers
Françoise Jay, Sébastien Mourrain
Princess Nélina, has been kidnapped by the Spirit of the Ice. In desperation, the king asks for help from the three sons of his neighbour, the king of Hotland.
28 x 22,6 cm – 32 pages – 13,50 €
tale • prince/princess • enigma
The Town Musicians of Bremen

Brothers Grimm, Julie Falques

Four animals past their prime decide to seek their fortune together. On their way to Bremen, where they hope to become town musicians, they come across a cottage belonging to a gang of dangerous brigands. By means of an unlikely sequence of events, the animals manage to scare the brigands out of their wits.

35 x 28 cm – 32 pages – 16,90 €
classic fairy tale ● music

Puss in Boots

Charles Perrault, André Bouchard

When the miller dies, his youngest son only inherits a cat. But it’s a very special cat who promises to make his new master’s fortune, in exchange for a pair of boots and a bag...

35 x 28 cm – 32 pages – 16,90 €
world tale ● magic
**Beauty and the Beast**

*Cécile Roumiguier, Aurélia Fronty*

A new version of The Beauty and the Beast, a fairy tale first transcribed by Madame de Beaumont and later adapted by Jean Cocteau.

35 x 28 cm – 64 pages – 20,90 €

Classic fairy tale ●

---

**Bakari and His Ten Brothers**

*Yves Pinguilly, Frédéric Mansot*

Deep in the African bush lived a chief of a village and his eleven wives. Each wife had a son and the chief loved them all... except one, Bakari. When Bakari went to till the fields he only had a clay shovel and an old goat to ride whilst his brothers had fine horses. But one evening, the genie of the forest appeared to Bakari...

35 x 28 cm – 32 pages – 16,90 €

World tale ● Africa
FAIRY TALES

Jack And The Magic Beanstalk
Christophe Bourges
A breathtaking version of this colorful tale that will seduce young and old.
28 x 35 cm – 32 pages – 14.90 €
classic fairy tale ● trick ● magic

The Dragon Prince
Marie Diaz, Olivier Desvaux
A fascinating Scandinavian tale. A king and a Queen who could not conceive, a valiant prince and a terrifying dragon.
28 x 35 cm – 32 pages – 14.90 €
world tale ● dragon ● fantastic
Falada and the Princess
Béatrice Renard, Aurélia Fronty
A delightful and astonishing adaptation of the Grimm Brothers’ The Goose Girl
28 x 35 cm – 32 pages – 14,90 €
classic tale • autonomy • prince/princess

The King’s Cucumbers
Évelyne Brisou-Pellen, Judith Gueyfier
In the gardens of Angkor, we meet a tyrannical king, a talented gardener and a Princess full of courage. Wonderful illustrations by Judith Gueyfier.
28 x 35 cm – 32 pages – 14,90 €
World tale • autonomy
The True Story Of the Trojan Horse

Viviane Koenig, Marie Caillou

Do you know that a Golden Apple started the Trojan War? Do you know the gods pulled the strings of this interminable conflict since the beautiful Helen was kidnapped? Discover who gives the idea of the wooden horse to Ulysses and how was conceived the most mythical tricks... A captivating epic with enchanting illustrations.

28 x 35 cm – 40 pages – 15,90 € – 70119897

mythology ● Antiquity ● war ● love

VIVIANE KOENIG is an historian. She is a brilliant teacher and author. She writes historical novels for young readers, mythological narratives and non-fiction books which are exciting and faithful to History.

MARIE CAILLOU draws everything: kimonos, walls, mugs, comics and picture books. She studied at the School of Decorative Arts of Strasbourg, did cartoons studies in Brussels and published in France and Japan.
The Toundra Girl and the Evil Spirit

Marie Diaz, Olivier Desvaux

In the coldest lands in the world there lived a girl without a family. She was proud and free and her only company was a herd of reindeers. Protected by the songs of her disappeared people, she had everything she needed. Until one morning a threatening shadow arised on the horizon.

28 x 35 cm – 32 pages – 15,90 €

Tale of the world ● fear ● freedom ● love

MARIE DIAZ, author, illustrator and storyteller, she studied graphic arts at Émile Cohl School. After Invisible and The Dragon Prince, this is her 3rd album published by Belin.

OLIVIER DESVAUX studied in the Arts Décoratifs in Paris. Oil painting is his favorite technique. Behind the scenes of the opera, from Paris to San Francisco, he takes every opportunity to paint. Following The Flower of the Waves and The Dragon Prince, this is his 3rd picture book published by Belin.
All my kindergarten program

22 x 29 cm - 6,90€-7,60€ - 96 pages

A new generation of all-in-one workbooks for the kindergarten! Each book contains 11 topics (toys, at the doctor, in the park etc.), divided into five thematic sections - vocabulary, reading, writing, math and discovery.

100 stickers and 1 poster in each workbook!
Discover a series of activities with playful approach to acquire first writing skills. An erasable pen allows to practice again and again!

**My Little Blackboards**
26,5 x 20 cm  - 6,95€  - 16 cardboard pages

**I learn to Tell the Time**: 29,7 x 21  - 7,99€  - 16 cardboard pages

**Colours**

**Maternelle**

4+ years
LEARNING AND ACTIVITY

My Little Workbooks 4+

Various and fun activities on different subjects in an easy to carry format.
18,5 x 25 cm - 4,95€ - 32 pages

Discovering the World
Drawing
Numbers
Sounds

I Learn to Trace
19,5 x 28 cm - 7,95€ - 64 pages

I Learn to Count
19,2 x 26,4 cm - 4,95€ - 32 pages - hard cover

My Alphabet Book
19,2 x 26,4 cm - 4,95€ - 32 pages - hard cover
My Little Workbooks 5+

18 x 25 cm - 4,95€ - 32 pages

- Mental Math
- My Math Workbook
- My Workbook of Writing: Letters
- My Workbook of Writing: Words and Phrases
- I Learn to Write

My Boscher Satchel

23,5 x 18,5 x 2 cm - 11,95€ - 72

All the fundamentals of the Boscher method in the pocket format along with 153 cards to play 16 different games.

My Little Methods

6+ years

- My Little Life Rules
- My Little Mythology

16,5 x 22,8 cm - 9,90€ - 66-96 pages
LEARNING AND ACTIVITY

Maxime & Clara story books
First reading books of three levels of difficulty adapted for all early readers. Each title contains activities, an illustrated dictionary and exercises for better understanding of the text!

16 x 20,5 cm - 5,20€ - 32 pages

Level 1
- À vélo!
- Abracadabra!
- Vive la rentrée!
- Un nouvel ami?

Level 2
- À l’eau!
- Jardins!
- À Londres!
- À Paris!

Level 3
- Trop bon!
- C’est la fête!
- Au trot!
- Origami!

Let's ride a Bike!
Abracadabra!
Back to School!
A new Friend

To the water!
Let's Garden!
To London!
To Paris!

That's Delicious!
Let's Have a Party!
At a Trot
Origami

My Photo Album: Kindergarten and Primary School

35 x 23,7 cm - 13,50€ - 16 pages

35 x 23,7 cm - 14,99€ - 24 pages

16 x 21 cm - 15,60€ - 3 books

Maxime & Clara First Reading Kit
The Pompon Family
Meet eight funny little cats as they go about their daily lives in a series of « trailbooks »!
23 x 16 cm - 8,90€ - 20-24 cardboard pages

My Ludidoc
A series of non-fiction activity books for children that combines a story, information boxes, search-and-find game, a removable poster for coloring, reusable stickers and a quizz!

2+ years

4+ years
Fiction
First READING

**The Piano and the Bike, It’s Tough**
The Louise’s Fancies series
Thérèse Bonté
14.5 x 19 cm - 32 pages - 5.10 €
imagination • humor

**At the Zoo**
Yves Pinguilly, Chloé Perarnau
On the way to the zoo, there is a lot of surprises!
14.5 x 19 cm - 32 pages - 5.10 €
zoos • animals • friendship

**The Magic Glasses**
Sylvie Baussier, Bérengère Delaporte
How to transform a little grumpy boy into a jolly fellow?
14.5 x 19 cm - 40 pages - 5.40 €

**A Genius Birthday**
The Genie’s Challenge Series
Ghislaine Biondi, Zelda Zonk
With Aladin and Sami, his blundering genius, we learn to overcome little and big challenges of everyday life.
14.5 x 19 cm - 40 pages - 5.40 €
birthday • Magic • learning

**Jonah and the Whale**
Viviane Koenig, Hélène Chetaud
After Noah’s Ark and The Babel Tower, Jonah and the Whale for the youngs readers.
14.5 x 19 cm - 40 pages - 5.40 €
history of the Bible • sea • adventures

Extra features make reading fun:
- reading games
- mini visual dictionary
- things to find out about the story
- a follow-up activity
4 Funny Stories to Read by Yourself

various authors and illustrators

Four funny stories with a cat (Wow! What a Cat!), a ghost (Adopt a Ghost), Indians (Strange Birds) and silly things (The Silliest Possible Thing Ever)! This collection contains four stories for children who are just beginning to read. Short sentences, everyday vocabulary, simple sounds and funny characters will help to read with pleasure!

14.5 x 19 cm – 128 pages – 11.90 €

animals • family • humor

● 1 jacket turning into a poster to color
● 2 activity cards with 4 DIY steps
● 4 cards to customize and color
● 2 bookmarks
My first steps in reading

14,5 x 19 cm – 32 pages – 5,10 €

5-6 years

Who’s the Best Fisherman?
The little Sioux series
Christophe Loupy, Romain Guyard
Indians • humor • fishing

Strange Birds
Thérèse Bonté
imagination • humor

Afternoon Naps And Rain! How Boring!
The Louise’s Fancies series
Thérèse Bonté
imagination • humor

Please Don’t Kiss Me!
The Jim Compass – Private Detective series
Didier Lévy, Amélie Graux
imagination • humor

The Silliest Possible Thing Ever
Céline Claire, Marion Puech
imagination • humor

Champions in the pool
The Gaspard and Archy series
Élisabeth Dumont-Le Cornec, Laure du Faÿ
pool • ghost • family

Adopt a Ghost
The Gaspard and Archy series
Élisabeth Dumont-Le Cornec, Laure du Faÿ
pool • ghost • family

Wow, What a Cat!
Sandrine Beau, Loïc Méhée
imagination • humor

Jules the Adventurer
Philippe Jalibert
everyday life • humor
1. Malika’s Wager
2. Lou Wants to Dance
The Gala Dance Academy series
Anne-Claire Lévêque, Isabelle Maroger
dance ● friendship

1. A House for Mimile
2. Save Mimile
Guinea Pig at Primary School series
Sylvie de Mathuisieulx, Mylène Rigaudie
animals ● school

1. A Magical Birthday
2. Timousse Doesn’t Want a Little sister
Seafaring Robinson Family series
Florence Cadier, Caroline Hüb
pirat ● birthday ● new baby

Noah’s Ark
Viviane Koenig, Charlotte des Ligneris
religion ● animals

Toctoc in Love
Sylvie Baussier, Peggy Nille
amour ● imagination

Babel’s Tower
Viviane Koenig, Thibaut Rassat
religion ● language

Cinderella and the Extraordinary Slippers
Éric Pruneauboise, Lili la Baleine
tale ● humor
1. A Ghost in Julos Bok’s House
2. Who Saw Mr Cat?
3. Who’s Got it In for Mrs Poilvert?

Detective Class series
Claire Gratias, Clotka
enquiry ● ghost ● humor ● school

1. The Magical World of Zya
2. The Treasure of the Standing Stones
3. The First Day at School

Tyl And The Little Elves series
Sylvain Brégardis, Dankerleroux
fantasy ● adventure

1. A Birthday from Hell
2. Homework Time!

Zac and Zou series
Nathalie Suquet, Thérèse Bonté
birthday ● humor

1. Zelda the Bee Flies Backwards

Stories About Clever Animals series
Mymy Doinet et Marc Giraud, Coralie Vallageas
abeille ● aventure ● environnement

Never Late Again

My Monsters and Me series
Caroline Laffon, Marie de Monti
monstre ● vie quotidienne
Pegasus’ Adventures
Viviane Koenig, Marta Orzel
Discover the adventures of Bellerophontes and Pegasus, a horse with marvelous white wings
14,5 x 19 cm – 56 pages – 5,70 €
mythology ● Pegasus

Ariadne’s Thread And The Minotaur
Viviane Koenig, Annette Marnat
Ariadne trembles when she sees fourteen young Athenians arriving on the island. They would become fodder for the Minotaur. When she sees Theseus she immediately falls in love and decides to help the Athenians.
14,5 x 19 cm – 56 pages – 5,70 €
mythology ● love ● monster

The King Midas with Golden Touch and Donkey Ears
Viviane Koenig, Clémence Paldacci
Funny misadventures of the king Midas “as dumb as an ox” who dreams to “hit the jackpot”
14,5 x 19 cm – 56 pages – 5,70 €
humor ● naivete ● music

Ulysses, the Cyclops and the Master of the Winds
Viviane Koenig, Ewen Blain
Thanks to Ulysses, the Greeks have won the Trojan War. After ten years of battle, they are finally returning to their homeland – the island of Ithaca. On the way, they stop off at the land of the Cyclops.
14,5 x 19 cm – 56 pages – 5,70 €
mythology ● travel ● monster

The Heroes of the Mythology series
7-9 years

My First NOVELS
A Vet for Life series

T. 1 The Arrival of Minouchien
T. 2 Get Well Soon, Capucin!
T. 3 Minouchien Disappeared
Sylvie Baussier, Éva Chatelain
14,5 x 19 cm - 72 pages - 6,10 €
animals • everyday life • veterinary

Sam and Lucie’s Worlds

Rescuing Olaf the Bear
Destination: a Comet
Treasure Under The Keel
Mymi Doinet, Philippe Willekens,
Christine Circosta
14,5 x 19 cm - 72 pages - 6,10 €
Adventure • discovery

Little Witch
Josepha de la Luna series

I Want To Be A Pirate!
I Want to Have a Unicorn!
Estelle Billon-Spagnol
14,5 x 19 cm - 72 pages - 6,10 €
My First NOVELS

My Dear Gorilla
Nathalie Somers, Gwenaëlle Doumont
Roxanne is preparing to spend the vacations of her dreams at Uncle Jo’s zoo. Very soon, she meets Vanilla, a baby gorilla who has been abandoned by his mother. Shocked, Roxanne volunteers to take care of him.

14,5 x 19 cm – 64 pages – 6,10 €
animals ● friendship ● mutual aid

A School Trip, New Friends and Salted Butter
Sandrine Beau, Marie Caudry
Life isn’t easy for Coline: she has only just arrived at a new school where she doesn’t know anyone when the teacher decides to organize a school trip to the countryside! Soon she makes a discovery that changes everything: a piano!

14,5 x 19 cm – 48 pages – 5,70 €
humour ● music ● friendship

The Mystery of the Dog Thieves (Vol. 1)
Christophe Loupy, Mary-Gaël Tramon
Maurane learns that dog thieves are roaming the region. Her grandmother is already on the case. Determined to help her, Maurane gathers together a group of friends

14,5 x 19 cm – 72 pages – 6,10 €
investigation ● friendship

Grandad in Love
Sandrine Beau, Stéphanie Rubini
Adrien loves spending the holidays with his grandfather. It’s two weeks of fun in each other’s company. But, this time, when Adrien arrives at his grandfather’s house, he finds... a grandmother!

14,5 x 19 cm – 56 pages – 5,70 €
relationships between generations ● humour ● love
High Jinks on the Mysterious Island
Yves Pinguilly, Claire Perret
Dany can’t stand his parents’ fights any more. One night, he runs away: he gets into his boat and ends up on a tiny island where he finds a deserted house which he decides to explore.
14,5 x 19 cm – 56 pages – 5,70 €
adventure • music • friendship

Miss Skyscraper and a Tiny Man
Sandrine Beau, Jess Pauwels
It’s difficult to avoid jokes of the classmates if your name is Goliath and you measure just 1,23 m. It’s difficult to stay unnoticed if your name is Lili and you measure 1,62 m. But everything changes when these two opposites meet.
14,5 x 19 cm – 48 pages – 5,70 €
difference • friendship

Mademoiselle Alice Invents the Cinema
Sandrine Beau, Cléo Germain
In 1895, Mademoiselle Alice, a secretary of M. Gaumont, discovers the first film by brothers Lumière. Her calling is born: she will film her own stories.
14,5 x 19 cm – 64 pages – 6,10 €
cinema • imagination

Gabriel Has a Secret
Florence Cadier, Stéphanie Rubini
Gabriel enters a new school. Soon, he soon makes friends with Mattéo and Emma but doesn’t dare to tell them that his mother is a deaf-mute.
14,5 x 19 cm – 56 pages – 5,70 €
friendship • difference • self-acceptance
The irresistible adventures of two groups of cats in Paris!
12 purr-fect stories for young readers.

What do cats do when you look away? They join the Chabadas and the Matouvus for meow-velous challenges!

The Chabadas are 6 terrific cats. Every day, they have great ideas for having fun. Their neighbours, the Matouvus, also have great ideas for... making trouble. With them, you will never get bored!
Vol. 1. Pyms, the Big-Hearted Hero
Vol. 2. Golden Eyes, Superstar!
Vol. 3. Persan Versus the Ninchas
Vol. 3. Bogart, the Great Detective
Vol. 5. Colette in the Metro
Vol. 7. The Mysterious Secret of Nefertiti
Vol. 8. A Challenge in the Coliseum
Daniel Picouly (author) is a successful writer and the creator of LuLu Vroumette, an adorable frog, a picture books and a TV animated series character.

Colonel Moutard (illustrator) has illustrated a lot of books with funny animals, as Sherlock Yark (Milan) or The Story of the Lion Who Couldn’t Count (Glénat).
FAR-OFF LANDS

Princes des Fatras
Haiti • friendship

Cap sur Tadoussac
adventure • sea

Ituk à la rencontre de l’ours blanc
north • friendship

L’ami de Magellan
travel • slaves

Ombres et Petite-Lumière
Asia • boy/girl

Cœurs de jungle
Asia • adolescence

Le mystère de l’île d’Akpatok
Canadian north • travel

Tanuk le maudit
Himalaya • shepherd

Princes in the Shambles
Haiti • friendship

Bound for Tadoussac
adventure • sea

Ituk Meets a White Bear
north • friendship

Maguellan’s Friend
travel • slaves

A World of Light and Shadow
Asia • boy/girl

Jungle Hearts
Asia • adolescence

The mystery of the Akpatok Island
Canadian north • travel

Tanuk the Cursed
Himalaya • shepherd

13 x 18 cm • 144-192 pages • 6,90€

8-12 years

MORE TITLES IN THE SERIES AVAILABLE!
**HISTORICAL NOVELS - Before becoming...**

- **Leonardo da Vinci**
  - Vivian Koenig

- **Marie Curie**
  - Gertrude Dodor

- **Alexander the Great**
  - Viviane Koenig

- **Cleopatra**
  - Viviane Koenig

- **Julius Caesar**
  - Jean-Paul Gourévitch

- **Marie Antoinette**
  - Dominique Joly

- **Mozart**
  - Catherine Loizeau

Dive into the childhood of the major historical figures where the intrigues interlace with the historical facts.

_In the same collection:_
- Queen Margot
- Victor Hugo
- Gandhi
- Bertrand du Guesclin
- Henri IV
- Marie Stuart
- Eleanor of Aquitaine
- Joséphine de Beauharnais
- Louis XIV
- and more!

**9+ years**

13 x 19 cm - 160-208 pages - 7,90€
The Secret Diary of the Horse Crac

Welcome To The Club! Crac’s Secret Diary (Vol. 1)
Sylvie Overnoy

A little bay horse was grazing quietly under the old apple tree when suddenly some riders came to take him away... After a long trip in a horsebox, Crac was to become a Club horse. Why do the riders change all the time? Why is there someone bouncing around on his back?

It’s not only riders who are beginners. In this book, we see life in an equestrian centre through the eyes of a new horse. It is full of surprises and lessons to be learned – but also abounds with vitality and love.

Surprise At The Club! Crac’s Secret Diary (Vol. 2)
Sylvie Overnoy

Things are changing at the Club! There are new riders, some workmen, new grooms to replace the old ones... There is also Sputnik, a Jack Russell terrier who helps Muffin the labrador give a helping hand to the workmen. But, above all... Fanfaronne has disappeared!

In the meantime, Tintagel the little stallion spends his life braying “I am the King!”, Mystère, the former circus horse rediscovers his talents, Tic-Tac the mare arrives in a spectacular way, old Magician gets tired of being retired, and Crac the big-hearted bay learns more and more. It’s one surprise after another!

Happy At The Club! Crac’s advice on how to treat a horse
Sylvie Overnoy, Florence Ollivet-Courtois, Frédéric Chesneau & Guillaume Henry

The return of Crac! Crac, the bay whose best-selling two-volume diary (Welcome to the Club and Surprises at the Club) is back with Happy at the Club – 101 ways to make a horse happy. This is a handbook for all riders who want their horses to be in good mental and physical health.

14x20,5 cm - 240-272 pages - 17€
In Search of the Feathered Dinosaurs
Marie-Laure Le Louarn, Arnaud Salomé, Alain Bénéteau
Recently, some new fascinating dinosaurs have been discovered: dinosaurs with feathers! How did they look like? When and how did they live? Could they fly? This book tells us all about these amazing animals who were really good at flying... and all this was 175 million years ago!

28 x 25 cm – 52 pages – 19,95€ - with flaps
travel • nature • discovering the world

The Robinsons from the Tromelin Island
by Alexandrine Civard-Racinais, Aline Bureau (ill.)

24,5 x 32,5 cm – 72 pages – 19,90€
survival • island • slavery